SOMT General Orientation Quiz
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Program:_____________________________________________________________________________
Date:___________________________ Email Address:________________________________________
After viewing the general orientation slideshow, print, fill-out this quiz and fax, mail, or scan and email to:

Special Olympics Montana
PO Box 3507
Great Falls, MT 59403
lroming@somt.org
Fax: 406-454-9043
You must receive at least a 90% on this quiz to pass the test. You will be notified of your results after it is
graded. Mark your answers legibly.
1. What year was Special Olympics Montana founded?
a. 2016
b. 1900
c. 1970
d. 1984
2. What are the four state level sports events SOMT offers?
a. State Winter Games
b. State Summer Games
c. State Bowling Championships
d. State Basketball
e. All of the above
3. How many sports does SOMT offer?
a. 4
b. 1
c. 11
d. 18
4. What describes a Class A volunteer?
a. Volunteers who have regular, close physical contact with athletes
b. Volunteers who are in a position of authority or supervision with athletes
c. Volunteers who are in a position of trust with athletes
d. Volunteers who handle substantial amounts of cash or other assets of the program
e. All of the above
5. What is the athlete oath?
a. Let me win, but if I cannot win, let me be brave in the attempt.
b. Everybody wins!
c. If I can win, I will succeed and others around me will, as well.

6. How old does an athlete have to be to compete at a Special Olympics state level event?
a. 5
b. 8
c. 18
d. 21
7. What paperwork does an athlete need to officially become an athlete?
a. Athlete medical form
b. Athlete consent form
c. Athlete code of conduct
d. All of the above
8. How many unified sports does SOMT offer?
a. 13
b. 17
c. 10
d. 3
9. What other experiences can athletes find at SOMT?
a. Healthy Athletes
b. Athletes Leadership Program
c. Young Athletes Program
d. Unified Strategies
e. All of the above
10. How many weeks of practice are athletes and unified partners required to do for competition?
a. 2
b. 12
c. 8
d. 45

